Nakasendo
Self-guided walking
5 days

中
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Introduction
In feudal times people travelling
between Kyoto and Tokyo would use the
Nakasendo Way – the road through the
central mountains – one of a network
of ancient highways. Along the route
travellers rested at Juku - post towns -
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and it is still possible to walk the original
route by day, and stay at the small local
Minshuku (Family-run Guesthouses) by
night. The walking is mostly paved village
paths and unpaved mountains trails, with
some gentle ascents and descents.

DETAILS
TOUR LENGTH AND PRICES
5 days
Please see the website for the prices
we offer in each currency.
TYPE AND LEVEL OF TRIP
Mixed village paths (paved) and
unpaved forest trails. An easy to
moderate walk, the longest days
have 6 hours of walking. Other

days have 1 to 3 hours of walking,
giving time for sightseeing in the
lovely old Nakasendo post towns
en route. The first parts of the
route follow the Kiso Valley, and
have some gentle climbs over low
passes.
WALKING SEASON
March until November

WHAT’S INCLUDED
4 nights at Japanese inns along the
Nakasendo trail ; 4 breakfasts and 4
dinners ; Train tickets from Kyoto or
Tokyo to the trail and from the trail to
Tokyo ; Train tickets for intermediate
journeys on the Nakasendo Trail ;
Detailed day-by-day itinerary and
walking directions ; Topographical
maps ; Local support by telephone

ITINERARY

Nakasendo Trail
DAY 1 ➤ Hike from Magome to
Karuizawa
Self-Guided Walking Route
Tsumago
Walking Route
We supply train tickets for your
Train or Bus
Narai
journey from Kyoto or from Tokyo
to Nakatsugawa, including a ride
on the world-famous Shinkansen
Tsumago
(Bullet Train) to Nagoya. At
Nakatsugawa, you board a local
bus for the short journey to
Magome. Walk over Magome
Pass to Tsumago, one of the bestpreserved and most evocative of
the Nakasendo post-towns. Spend
the night at a family-run Minshuku
the tour. Continue by train to Kiso-Fukushima. Stay at a
in Tsumago or the nearby hamlet of O-Tsumago, with a lovely hot-spring Ryokan set in a peaceful valley above
delicious home-cooked Japanese dinner and breakfast the town. Complimentary transfer from the station is
included. After dinner, enjoy a stroll though the village
provided by the Ryokan). The Ryokan has lovely indoor
streets in the magical quiet of the evening, wearing the and outdoor hot-spring baths.
yukata gown supplied by your inn.
Walking distance: 18.4km / 11.5 miles
Walking distance: 8.3km / 5.2 miles
Elevation gain: 723m / 2275 feet of ascent and 644m /
Elevation gain: 326m / 1069 feet of ascent and 430m /
2112 feet of descent
1410 feet of descent
Time required: About 6 hours
Time required: About 3 hours
Accommodation: Minshuku (Family-run Guesthouse)
We offer a shorter alternative of 1 hour (3.7km / 2.3
miles). You can choose which option you prefer on the
day - no need to decide in advance!
DAY 2 ➤ Hike from Tsumago to Nojiri
The longest day on the trail is a beautiful and varied
Accommodation: Onsen Ryokan (Hot-spring Travellers
hike from Tsumago to Nojiri. Or choose the shorter
Inn)
alternative to Nagiso instead. The trail travels through
small valleys and past forests of bamboo and Japanese
cedar, through some of the least-developed scenery on
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DAY 3 ➤ Hike from Yabuhara to Narai
The Ryokan will drive you back to Kiso-Fukushima after
breakfast. We supply train tickets for the short journey
from Kiso-Fukushima to Yabuhara, starting point
for the hike over the Torii pass to Narai. Explore this
evocative village before check-in at your family-run inn
in the heart of the village. Your hosts will serve a homecooked Japanese dinner and breakfast.

sections of the Nakasendo, and certainly the leastdeveloped. From Yokokawa, board the local train
to Takasaki and change there for your ride on the
Shinkansen (Bullet Train) to Tokyo. The train journey
takes around two hours and you will arrive in Tokyo in
the late afternoon or early evening.
Walking distance: 16.7km / 10 miles
Elevation gain: 372m / 1220 feet of ascent and 862m /
2828 feet of descent
Time required: About 5-6 hours
The walk can be shortened by 3.3km / 2 miles by a taxi
ride at the start of the day.

Walking distance: 6.2km / 3.9 miles
Elevation gain: 344m / 1128 feet of ascent and 270m /
885 feet of descent
Time required: About 3 hours
In Kiso-Fukushima we offer an optional, fairly
strenuous, circular walk to a local waterfall. The circular
walk is 7km / 4.3 miles with 632m / 2075 feet of ascent,
637m / 2090 feet of descent and takes 2-3 hours. You
can take this walk in the morning, before heading
onwards to Yabuhara.
Accommodation: Minshuku (Family-run Guesthouse)
DAY 4 ➤ Hike from Narai to Kiso-Hirasawa
After breakfast, walk the short distance to the small
town of Kiso-Hirasawa, famous for its lacquerware.
There are many small shops selling beautifully-crafted
tableware and furniture. Board a train at Kiso-Hirasawa
station for your onward journey to Karuizawa or
Komoro for your final overnight stay. Both locations
have lovely inns with a real sense of history and fine
Japanese baths. Ride first to Matsumoto where you
can visit the famous castle before connecting onwards
to your final stop – total travel time by train is around
three hours, not including the optional break of
journey in Matsumoto. Arrive at your accommodation
in time for a wonderful dinner with local produce.

◆ WE ALSO OFFER 3-DAY AND 4-DAY VERSIONS OF

THIS TRIP.
These versions of our Nakasendo self-guided tour are
for those wishing only to do the core days of walking.
◆ WE ALSO OFFER A 10-DAY VERSION OF THE TRIP

with city stays in Kyoto and Tokyo and one day of
private guiding with your own personal guide for a
wonderfully intimate view of the city.

Walking distance: 2.5km / 1.6 miles
Elevation gain: negligible ascent and descent
Time required: About 1 hour
Accommodation: Ryokan (Travellers Inn)
DAY 5 ➤ Hike from Karuizawa to Yokokawa and
transfer to Tokyo
After breakfast, your final walk on the Nakasendo Trail
is from Karuizawa to Yokokawa. Leaving Karuizawa,
the trail takes you over the Usui-toge Pass and down
a gentle descent along one of the most beautiful
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